ABSTRACT

As we all know that email is a means of communication for all Internet users an easy and efficient, so it can be used in all types of information systems including the Academic Information System. Academic information services using the email (email-based) that integrated with the Academic Information System can complete the method of delivery of information previously available using the web (web-based) and use the short message (sms-based). In this research will be built a system of integrated mail autoresponder on the Academic Information System. This system works to provide academic information via email automatically. Autoresponder system is built with two scripts that filter email scripts to choose the order of information and a valid script to automatically using PHP. Email-based academic information service is expected to be complete method of delivering information that has been previously available, namely the web-based and sms-based. Students and parents who want to get academic information can directly send the demand by sending an email with a certain format and will immediately get the information of interest automatically.
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